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Cultural tourism routes and itineraries are tourism promotion tools that have under-
gone a remarkable development in recent years, thanks to their ability to enhance 
the value of cultural heritage. In this sense, national and international organizations 
as well as private initiatives have designed tourist routes that cover a wide range of 
topics, while cultural itineraries have been recognized at the institutional level by 
organizations such as ICOMOS or the Council of Europe.
The main objective of this article is to offer a proposal for the design of cultural tour-
ist routes through the use of a geographic information system. To achieve this goal, 
we start from a brief theoretical framework in which the tourist use of geographic 
information systems and the conceptualization of tourist routes and their differenc-
es with itineraries are analyzed. Subsequently, the methodology used consists of 
two distinct phases. Initially, a quantitative study is carried out in which data on the 
late medieval heritage are collected and subsequently, through the use of a GIS, an 
index of tourist potentiality is carried out and the creation of a tourist route in the 
province of Cádiz (Spain). In this way the results obtained justify the route designed 
and the choice of municipalities, based on their greater availability of tourism re-
sources (accessibility, hospitality etc.) and cultural (historical assets).
With all this is intended the activation of a heritage that has notorious possibilities 
for tourism and cultural promotion, based on the common history they share and 
that is forged over more than two centuries.
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Las rutas y los itinerarios de turismo cultural son herramientas de promoción turís-
tica que han experimentado un notable desarrollo en los últimos años, gracias a su 
capacidad para aumentar el valor del patrimonio cultural. En este sentido, las orga-
nizaciones nacionales e internacionales, así como las iniciativas privadas, han dise-
ñado rutas turísticas que cubren una amplia gama de temas, mientras que los 
itinerarios culturales han sido reconocidos a nivel institucional por organizaciones 
como el ICOMOS o el Consejo de Europa.
El principal objetivo de este artículo es ofrecer una propuesta de diseño de rutas 
turisticas culturales mediante el uso de un sistema de información geográfica. Para 
alcanzar este fin, partimos de un breve marco teórico en el que se analiza el uso tu-
ristico de los sistemas de información geográfica y la conceptualización de las rutas 
turísticas y sus diferencias con los itinerarios. Con posterioridad, la metodología em-
pleada consta de dos fases bien diferenciadas. En un primer momento, se hace un
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estudio cuantitativo en el que se recopilan datos sobre el patrimonio bajomedieval y 
posteriormente, mediante el uso de un SIG, se lleva a cabo un índice de potenciali-
dad turística y la creación de una ruta turística en la provincia de Cádiz (España).
Con todo esto se pretende la activación de un patrimonio que tiene notorias posibi-
lidades para el turismo y la promoción cultural, basado en la historia común que 
comparten y que se ha forjado durante más de dos siglos.

1.  INTRODUCTION

Cultural tourism routes are currently presented as one of the most popular means of disseminating histor-
ical heritage. In Spain, except for some initiatives such as the routes of war promoted at the end of the civil 
war, the use of these tourist resources takes place in a generalized manner in the 1960s (Pack, 2006). With 
the recognition of the cultural itineraries initiated in 1987 with the declaration of the Camino de Santiago, 
an extensive bibliography (Parrado del Olmo, 2003; López, 2006; Moreré, 2009; Hernández, 2011; Navalón, 
2014, Calderón, Arcila and López Sánchez, 2018) is generated that analyzes the concept of routes and itiner-
aries treating them as well as two synonyms or different but complementary realities.

Geographic information systems as multidisciplinary tools have a notorious influence on tourism studies 
given the capabilities they offer for the analysis and interrelation of variables (Nieto Masot, 2018, pp 39-55). 
For this reason, considering its application to the creation of a methodology in the creation of tourist routes 
is of essential importance for the proposal of itineraries that are supported by a detailed study of heritage, 
tourism resources, accessibility or demand.

It is based on the hypothesis that the majority of existing tourist routes do not count in their design and 
definition with a contrasted methodology. Moreover, it is understood that in the case in which the meth-
odology is proposed, the province of Cádiz, there is a rich heritage generated during the Late Middle Ages 
that could be promoted taking into account their common history generated along more than two centuries 
between the border of the kingdom of Castile and the Nazaries.

The general objective of this work is to design a tourist route, using a methodology that justifies the 
choice of the route and the municipalities included. To achieve this goal, they are proposed as secondary 
objectives:

 ‒ Study of the state of the art, referring to tourist routes and itineraries as well as to geographic infor-
mation systems.

 ‒ Quantitative and qualitative study of heritage assets under study.
 ‒ Application of a tourism potential methodology, which takes into account tourism and culinary re-

sources, allowing its mapping in a GIS.

With all this we hope to obtain results that in an analytical way facilitate the creation of tourist routes after 
a study of the possibilities offered by the region and heritage.

2.  THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

2.1.  Application of GIS in tourist studies

Geographic information systems are a tool that in recent years have become popular given the enormous 
possibilities they offer (García, 2015). They originate for military purposes in the USA after the Second World 
War, applying to other fields since 1962, when GIS have been used in the management of a natural resourc-
es inventory in Canada (Saudy, 2006).

From this moment on, the functions of GIS have been multiplied, using, among others, archeology (Grau 
Mira, 2006), land management (Nogués, 2008), cadastres (Santos Preciado, J., Azcárate Luxan, M., Cocero 
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Matesanz, D., Muguruza Cañas, C., and García Lázaro, F., 2012) and tourism (García, 2015), since it facilitates 
management and decision-making (Vaz, 2015).

When defining the concept of GIS, we must bear in mind that it is a broad concept, which many authors 
(Burrough, 1986; Clarke; 1997; Longley et al., 2005 etc.) have explained based on their specific studies. A 
very widespread definition of these information systems is the one proposed by San Pedro, Serón, & Cristian 
(2009) according to which „it is an organized integration of hardware and software, geographic and person-
al data, designed to capture, store, manipulate, analyze and deploy geographically referenced information 
in all its forms in order to solve complex planning and management problems. It can also be defined as a 
model of a part of reality referred to a system of terrestrial coordinates and built to meet specific informa-
tion needs „. Therefore, we can say that a GIS is a system of input, management, manipulation and output 
of data based on both hardware and hardware, which through the generation of various thematic layers 
facilitate complex analysis.

The need to use a GIS in tourism studies, lies in the importance of identifying tourist attractions and the 
generation of databases (Mason, 2015). These data are localized and coordinated through georeferencing 
(Burrough, 2015) and, therefore, indicators are obtained that allow measuring the tourist potential of a re-
gion (Letham, 2001). 

The tourist potentiality is understood as the analysis of a series of variables that in an interrelated way, 
show the capacity of development of a tourist activity in a determined geographical space. That is why, fol-
lowing the thesis of Zimmer and Grassman (1996), the potential involves a prior analysis, offering a diagno-
sis and proposing the strategies to be developed. It is considered that a study of potentiality should make 
reference to the main resources and attractions as well as the structures, accessibility and resources (Ritchie 
and Crouch ,2005).

The desires to know the touristic potential of a geographical area goes back to the expansion of tourism 
in the 1960s. Thus we can highlight the studies of Miezkowski (1967), Warzynska (1974), The Organization of 
American States (1978), Leno (1978), LEADER II (2004), SECTUR (2005) or Cerezo and Galacho (2011) among 
others.

These authors have developed their own methodology, taking into account the variables required for 
their studies. That is why many techniques have been applied such as multivariate statistics, multicriteria 
evaluation, multiple response model, pairwise technique and GIS, which allow storing and modifying infor-
mation so that you have a global vision of the tourism space (Ossa & Estrada, 2012).

The resulting tourism potential through the SIG, consists of two phases. The first of these is the inventory 
of goods and resources. This category includes all those goods that are the object of the tourism activity 
(heritage elements, natural heritage, etc.), but also the resources that make this economic sector possible 
(means of communication, hotels, restaurants, shopping centers etc), (López, 2008). For its part, the second 
phase consists of the cartographic representation. Tourism and territory are a constant binomial, with GIS 
being a tool that facilitates the promotion and definition of strategies. The availability of cartography ex-
tends not only to studies, but also allows the preparation of material for tourists (maps, videos, etc.), (Saudy, 
2016).

With all this, the studies of potentiality value both tourism-consolidated areas and those more depressed, 
since they allow the design of alternative routes or activate tourism resources (Arteaga, 2005).

The relationship of GIS with tourism has been evident in Spain with the project „territory and tourism“ 
with the creation of SIGTUR whose main purpose is to promote the road to Santiago and Caravaca de la 
Cruz (Cebrián, 2012). Therefore, SIGTUR is created with „the purpose of dealing with statistical information 
regarding tourism in a special way in real time; conduct thematic cartography on tourism; develop territo-
rial indicators to determine potential tourist areas; define / typify the tourist municipalities and establish / 
enhance the existing tourist areas in the Spanish territory „ (SIGTUR, 2013) . This initiative has become one 
of the most efficient tools given its capacity to identify the needs of the tourism market and the allocation of 
resources for this purpose (Ramírez and López, 2012).

Following the same objective of promotion and organization of tourist destinations, we find similar ex-
amples in Nigeria, for the enhancement of natural resources in Cross River (Ayeni, 2006) and SIGTUR applied 
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in this case, in the state of Zulic (Venezuela). In addition, GIS have been used to determine the capacity of 
reception of visitors by indigenous communities as in the case of the island of Rhodes in Greece (Kyrıakou, 
Kapsımalıs and Sourianos, 2017).

In this way we can affirm that the use of a GIS for tourism studies is necessary to optimize the resources 
and patrimonial goods, create new products and inventories of goods. In this way, it facilitates the local de-
velopment of more depressed tourism areas and, therefore, can offer alternatives to alleviate the regional 
imbalances that the tourist activity generates (Gutiérrez, 2018).

2.2. Concept and origins of tourist-cultural routes

Cultural tourism has become one of the most developed tourism modalities, given the possibilities it offers 
to promote a regional and sustainable development (Toselli, 2019). Culture and tourism are two elements 
that go hand in hand as can be seen in the Grand Tour that English young people did when they finished 
their studies, the great trips and expeditions of the 19th century, or the proposals of Thomas Cook (Zuelow, 
2015).

The generalization of tourist routes takes place from the 1960s, when with declarations such as the Ven-
ice Charter of 1965, the UNESCO Convention in 1972 and the work of ICOMOS, culture is enhanced as a 
generating element of wealth and purpose of the tourism sector (Navalón, 2014).

Approaching the concept of a tourist route is not easy since there is an extensive bibliography (Parrado 
del Olmo, 2003; López, 2006; Moreré, 2009; Hernández, 2011; Navalón, 2014) that analyzes its characteristics 
and from the decade of the 1990s, its similarities and differences with the cultural tourist itineraries, after 
the recognition of the latter by international institutions such as ICOMOS or the Council of Europe. Some 
studies based on a purely philological conception (Parrado del Olmo, 2003) in which the terms of route and 
itinerary appear as synonyms, suggest that both realities are identical. The main argument for this lies in the 
fact that both routes and itineraries are developed along a route.

This hypothesis has been ruled out by the configuration of the routes and itineraries. The origin of a 
tourist route lies in the creation of a tourism product that relates patrimonial assets. For its part, a cultural 
itinerary is a historical route that responds to different human needs (religious, militant cultural, etc.) in 
which people do not intervene in the design of the route currently (Morére, 2012).

Having said the idea previously reflected, the tourist touristic routes are resources that “invite the vis-
itor to travel a journey in which a certain patrimonial category predominates, be they cultural manifesta-
tions, testimonies of the archaeological or historical past, artistic and industrial heritage or natural spaces 
“(Hernández Ramírez, 2011). 

The attempts to define cultural itineraries take on strength with their institutional recognition (Camino 
de Santiago in 1987) and with the creation of the International Committee of Cultural Routes and the Euro-
pean Institute of Cultural Routes in force since 1998 (Vidargas, 2011). In this sense, an organism such as the 
Council of Europe in 1992, ICOMOS in 2008 and MERCOSUR in 2009, have treated the itineraries as cultural 
products in which the tour itself has heritage value while the Council of Europe highlights them as “ a tour 
that covers one or more countries or regions, and is organized around themes whose historical, artistic or 
social interest is revealed as European, depending on the geographical layout of the itinerary, depending on 
its content and its significance “ (Council of Europe, 2002).

Therefore, the routes and itineraries can be considered as two different realities, although complemen-
tary (Arcila and López, 2012). According to Hernández (2011) “cultural itineraries can not be confused with 
tourist-cultural routes, because the former respond to historical criteria of authenticity, continuity and 
cross-cultural exchanges, while the second one are tourism inventions of convenience, promoted by public 
or private agents, that unite more or less homogeneous patrimonial resources and linked between them”.

After this brief analysis, it can be concluded that a tourist route is an invention of a product in which in its 
design there are ample capacities to choose the items, the theme and the route (Martorel, 2017). In regard 
to cultural itineraries, the patrimoniality of the same resides in the route perpetuated over time (Table 1).
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Table 1. Differences and similarities between tourist route and cultural itinerary.

Elements. Tourist Routes. Cultural itineraries.

Origin. Invention of a tourist product for its commer-
cialization (Morére, 2012).

Path that historically attends to social, eco-
nomic, military, religious needs, etc. (López 
Fernández, 2006).

Purpose. Cohesioning cultural elements related to a 
theme for tourist use. (Martorel, 2017).

Attend to human needs perpetrated over 
time. In the case of European cultural itinera-
ries, consolidate the European identity

Patrimonial Value.

The route has no heritage value, what is im-
portant are the selected milestones to which 
the route relates in relation to an element or 
common elements.

The route has patrimonial value, as well as 
the elements that make it up (Boyer Schlogel, 
2007). .

Tourist use. Proliferation of routes powered by public and 
private organizations.

Institutional recognition of historical roads 
(Council of Europe ICOMOS). Not all itineraries 
have a tourist use.

Creation. Freedom to decide on milestones, theme and 
route.

Impossibility to decide the trajectory and mi-
lestones. Its value is to enhance the sense and 
cultural value of the route.

Source: Calderón, Arcila and Sánchez, 2018.

2.3.  Tourist routes of medieval theme in Spain

Medieval heritage is a resource that has become popular in recent years in the cultural tourism sector. In 
this sense, the studies on medieval tourist routes offered by Roldan (2015), Martínez Biedma (2016), Antón 
Sánchez (2017), Morales (2018) or López de Celis (2019) among others are interesting. All these works have 
in common the study of a specific geographical area and the subsequent development of tourist routes, 
without in many cases, the route and the choice of items are justified.

Regarding the existence of tourist routes and cultural itineraries whose theme is the medieval heritage of 
the province of Cádiz, we find some initiatives. The most notable are the proposals by the Junta de Andalucía 
on its official tourism website1. Thus we find:

 ‒ Gothic and Mudejar Routes (The Kingdom of Seville 4).
 ‒ Routes of the Andalusian legacy: it is divided into two sub-routes:

• Route of the Almoravides and Almohads.
• Route of the Umayyads.

 ‒ Route of castles and monasteries: subdivided into two routes:
• The Atlantic Cádiz.
• The border: Cádiz and Málaga.

With regard to local scale with municipal initiatives, only the municipalities of Medina Sidonia (Route of 
defensive elements) and Cádiz (Medieval Cádiz and the gates of land) have tourist routes that use exclusive 
medieval heritage.

Finally, it must be said that many of the tourist routes promoted at municipal and regional level, include 
medieval heritage and goods from later times, therefore, have not been taken into account in this brief 
study.

1. http://www.andalucia.org/es/rutas/el-reino-de-sevilla-4/.
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3.  METHODOLOGY

The methodology used consists of three parts:
a. To study in detail the geographical area: for this, bibliography, databases and institutional documents 

have been consulted, which enable us to know the existing cultural resources of the late Middle Ages, 
the hotel facilities, the means of communication, the means of transport, the heritage ethnographic, etc.

b. Analyze the potential of the selected geographic space: a contrasted potential index is used, applied 
to cultural heritage and whose main tool is the use of a geographic information system.

c. Creation of a tourist route: through the use of a GIS, the aforementioned data and elements have 
been interrelated, based on the previously calculated tourist potential.

At first, a detailed study of the late medieval heritage of the province was carried out, both qualitatively 
and quantitatively. The study is based on the database of the Andalusian Institute of Historical Heritage 
(2019)2, which enable us to know first-hand the typology, location and level of protection of them. In this way, 
the results shown in Table 2 have been obtained.

Table 2. Typologies and quantity of heritage assets during the Middle Ages.

Typologies Quantity Counties in which it predominates

Castle 36 Campiña de Jerez/ La Janda/Sierra de Cádiz/ Campo de Gibraltar

Fortification 4 Campiña de Jerez/La Janda/ Sierra de Cádiz

Walls 19 Campiña de Jerez/ La Janda

Church 9 Campiña de Jerez, Bahía de Cádiz

Alcazar 4 Campiña de Jerez

Tower 16 Campiña de Jerez/Sierra de Cádiz

Burying 24 Campo de Gibraltar

Road 12 Sierra de Cádiz/ Campiña de Jerez

Agricultural building 9 Campiña de Jerez

Deserted 45 Campiña de Jerez/La Janda

Cistern 39 Campiña de Jerez

Cathedrals 1 Bahía de Cádiz

Arc 28 Bahía de Cádiz/ La Janda/ Costa Noroeste

Hermitage 6 La Janda

Saltworks 9 Bahía de Cádiz

Settlements 12 Campiña de Jerez

Farmhouse 39 Campiña de Jerez

Villages 11 Campiña de Jerez

Tanneries 5 Campiña de Jerez

Cities 8 Bahía de Cádiz/ Campiña de Jerez

Monasteries 1 La Janda/ Campo de Gibraltar

Source: Calderón, 2019.

2. www.iaph.es. 
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Once the low-medieval assets have been accounted for and located, the tourist use of each of these as-
sets has been contrasted. In this way, individualized researches has been carried out on the web pages of 
tourism promotion at local, provincial and regional levels3. In the study presented here, those low-medieval 
goods that can be considered as tourist resources have been selected4.

Once the heritage assets and tourist development elements have been studied, the tourist potentiality 
index of the province has been calculated, taking into account the heritage and its interrelation with the 
tourist infrastructure.

In the applied case, object of this work, the model proposed by Cerezo and Galacho in 2011 is used, in 
which a potentiality calculation methodology is created through the use of a GIS. This model facilitates the 
elaboration of tables in shape format to have the selected elements and their attribute table saved in vector 
format. Subsequently, and following the methodology of the same author, we applied the formulation of 
potentiality calculation proposed by Oliveras and Anton in 1997. This equation is synthesized in:

IPTi = 0.50 * Fri + 0.30 * Fai + 0.20 * Fei

Being Fri tourist resources, Fai accessibility and Fei tourist facilities of the municipalities.
The weights that have been made have had a subjective character since there is no data on the demand.
The tourist resources that in this case have been taken into account are those belonging to the late 

middle age, being its highest value, since as we have said one of our objectives is to know the tourist ca-
pacity that these resources offer. Accessibility (existence of bus station, taxi service and train station) and 
tourism resources (hotels and restaurants) have less importance, since they are more likely to be modified 
by human intervention. The data of these last variables, have been obtained from the Institute of Statistics 
of Andalusia5. 

Once the municipalities with the greatest potential for tourism have been obtained, we proceed to select 
those municipal terms that present a better result, to integrate them into a GIS that allows the design of the 
tourist route.

This GIS has consisted of the following phases:
1. Elaboration of the cartographic base using a layer with the delimitation of the municipalities and the 

national topographic map. The use of the national topographic map is justified by the availability of 
most of the data that are the subject of this study.

2. Georeferencing of all those heritage assets that are tourist resources using of a point shape. In this 
process, a table of attributes that detail some specific data of the selected items is included in each 
patrimonial reference. The geo-referencing of all the late medieval resources has been carried out 
throughout the province and not only in the municipalities with the greatest potential. It is conside-
red that this task is necessary to know the organization chart of the existing resources that may be 
included in subsequent initiatives.

3. Use of a basic road layer that allows obtaining a network analysis. This layer has served as the basis 
for the creation of a shape of lines that has connected the different roads with the population centers, 
making it possible to obtain the shortest route among the selected municipalities. In this network 
analysis, only road distances that facilitate the use of private vehicles have been taken into account. 

3. Appendix I includes the web pages consulted.
4. Therefore, it is considered as such “offers of different types that are prepared to be offered to tourists in the form of activities and 

services, through the use of different technologies and / or facilities. They should be able to motivate visits to a place for a short time 
or several days to satisfy an interest or specific need of certain services: recreational, natural, cultural, and others, or a combination 
of them and that also generate the best experiences “Salinas and Medina (2009). That is why they have selected those goods that are 
promoted individually or are part of a tourist route or cultural itinerary.

5. Data on hotel beds (http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/institutodeestadisticaycartografia/sima/provincia.htm?prov=11) Date of 
consultation 10/30/2019.

Facts about restaurants (https://www.juntadeandalucia.es/institutodeestadisticaycartografia/iea/resultadosConsulta.jsp?Co-
dOper=104&codConsulta=55385) Date of consultation 10/30/2019.

Accessibility data (https://www.andalucia.org/mobile/directions/trainstation/) Date of consultation 10/30/2019.
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The use of buses or train is not considered because there are no such connections between all muni-
cipalities. However, as stated previously, the existence of train or bus stations has been accounted for 
in the potential study, since they can be a transport alternative for users.
The use of this resource, however, requires selecting those municipalities for which the route should 
start, continue and reach its end. That is why it has been considered convenient to start the tourist 
route in the municipality of Cádiz and after selecting the destinations of the different stops, to finish 
it in the same city. 
The reasons that lead us to this election are justified in the first place, by the consolidation of Cádiz as 
a tourist destination (Port of cruises), by its availability of late medieval resources and by its geogra-
phic disposition, so that this last factor allows the displacement by the Coastal nuclei to later, move 
towards the interior.

4. Finally, the fieldwork has been carried out with the on-site realization of the route in order to verify 
its viability as well as propose an estimated time and detect the main problems that users may en-
counter.

4.  RESULTS

Once the methodology described above has been applied, the following maps have been obtained (map 1, 
map 2, map 3).

This map shows that most of the late medieval goods are not valued from the tourist point of view, being 
the most used churches, castles and military structures (walls, gates, etc.).

From the analysis of the map, we conclude that the municipalities with better results are those with the 
best access, hotel and hotel supply, but they also have the greatest concentration of late medieval herit-
age. Other interior areas despite having interesting heritage resources and value, get a low score since 
they are located in municipalities with fewer resources and tourism, this fact affects the tourist promotion 
on those areas.

When interpreting the results presented in the map above, emphasis should be placed on the factors 
that directly affect the completion of the route. The proposed network analysis allows obtaining the short-
est route between two points or population centers, including roads of all categories. The use of all types 
of roads is applicable in this specific case, given that in general the condition of the selected roads is good. 
However, it must be kept in mind that if we apply this methodology to other areas, the selection of roads 
should not be based exclusively on the shortest distance, but also on the performance of the same and the 
security they offer to users.

As stated previously, other means of transport (bicycle, bus, etc.) have not been included in the design. 
However, with the application of this methodology a route could be created by train or by bicycle using train 
tracks or rural roads in the network analysis.

At the time of carrying out the route designed in person, the fact has been taken into consideration that 
although the selected heritage items are tourist resources, some of them do not have a broad visiting sched-
ule, obligating this fact to the assets that the users will know may be different depending on the time avail-
able or the day of the week the route is made. In addition, the route can be carried out partially, depending 
on the interests of the users.

The field work has also allowed to establish a minimum visiting time in each of the municipalities trying 
to contrast the previous methodology with an adequate visit time to the distance and heritage assets object 
of the route. In this way the proposed route itinerary has been summarized in the table 3.

With these results and the proposed route, a comparison should be made with the existing medieval 
routes in the province and which have been briefly explained in their corresponding section. The current 
routes encompass most of these municipalities and, consequently, the aforementioned assets. However, it is 
not observed in their configuration, a clear methodology that explains the reason for the choice of items, the 
route. In addition, only heritage assets are taken into account without deepening the provision of resources 
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Map 1. Amount of late medieval goods with tourist use in the province of Cádiz (Spain). Source: Author‘s own research.

Map 2. Tourism potential of the late medieval heritage in the municipalities of Cádiz (Spain). Source: Author‘s own 
research.
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that make tourism possible. The existing medieval routes are in many cases divided by themes (castles, art 
architecture, etc.), so they only include goods of the same type. In the route resulting from this work, regard-
less of the potential of all tourism elements, goods of different types are integrated although with a similar 
chronology, therefore the visitor has a more complete view of the time.

5.  DISCUSSION

The results obtained in this work show that the design of a cultural tourist route implies a detailed study of 
the heritage and tourist resources of the territory. However, there are limitations that must be taken into 
account when applying this methodology. The potential of municipalities may vary depending on heritage 
and tourism assets (closing or opening of spaces), thus, new municipalities could be included in the itinerary 
or exclude some. Moreover, the statistics used are not always up to date as of the route design, so it should 
be considered that there may be a certain margin of error in the potential calculations.

As mentioned previously, the difficult access to information and limited opening hours is one of the prob-
lems when making a tourist route. That is why the route design must have the collaboration of public bodies 
or property owners.

Currently many works have addressed the proposal of cultural routes of different themes. The method-
ology used has been diverse; creation of surveys (Sagñay Ruiz, 2019), interview with experts (Munives Laya, 
2019), CO2 studies to reduce the impact of routes on the environment (Rendeiro and Martínez, 2017), agri-
food studies (León Gómez & Macías Sosa , 2019) or SWOT analysis (Millán Vázquez de la Torre and Dancausa 
Millán, 2012) among others.

The contrast of the methodology used and which may be the subject of another study, is its application 
in another province of Western Andalusia or use heritage from different times so that comparisons can be 
made. This would allow not only the creation of routes but also, to know in what type of heritage goods 
municipalities and regions can specialize, being able to be a differentiating element in their tourist offer. In 
addition, it is considered that the results obtained could be complemented with other techniques, especially 
the interview with groups of experts or surveys, in this way an indicator on the viability of the route would 
be obtained.

Map 3. Tourist route of 
the low middle ages in 
the province of Cádiz 
(Spain). Source: Au-
thor’s own research.
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Table 3. Proposed touristic route breakdown.

Municipalities Assets Overnight stays

Cádiz

Arco de la Rosa
Arco del Obispo
Arco de los Blancos
Catedral Vieja

1

San Fernando Castillo de San Romualdo 0

Puerto de Santa María
Castillo de San Marcos
Iglesia Mayor
Torre Doña Blanca

0

Rota Castillo de Luna
Muralla urbana 1

Sanlúcar de Barrameda

Palacio ducal
Castillo de Santiago
Puerta de Jerez
Puerta de Rota
Las Cobachas
Iglesia Nuestra señora de la O

0

Chipiona Castillo de Chipiona 0

Jerez de la Frontera

Alcázar
Iglesia de San Dionisio
Iglesia de San Lucas
Muralla urbana
Iglesia de San Miguel
Iglesia de San Mateo
Iglesia Santiago
Ermita de la Ina
Iglesia San Juan de los Caballeros

2

Arcos de la Frontera

Castillo de Arcos
Palacio del conde del Águila
Muralla urbana
Iglesia Santa María de la Asunción

0

Medina Sidonia

Castillo
Arco de la Pastora
Arco de Belén
Ermita de los Santos
Villa Medieval
Torre Doña Blanca

1

Vejer de la Frontera
Torre del Mayorazgo
Murallas
Castillo de Vejer

1

Conil

Puerta de Cádiz
Puerta de la Villa
El Baluarte
Castillo

0

Tarifa Castillo de los Guzmanes
Puerta de Jerez 1

Source: Author‘s own research.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Cultural tourist routes have experienced a notable proliferation in recent years, given their ability to relate 
heritage assets and malleability that they allow in their design, depending on the interests and objectives 
of designers (companies, institutions, etc.). This ability to decide the route is what differentiates the routes 
from the itineraries, in which the route itself has a historical-cultural value, perpetrated over time. The cre-
ation of a tourist route does not always lead to the use of a methodology in which the elaboration of these 
products responds to a previous study in this sense is when geographic information systems become an 
effective tool to generate propose tourist routes, given their capacity to put multiple variables into relation.

The territory in which the route has been applied, is a tourist region widely developed, mainly by sea-
sonal sun and beach tourism and more recently, by nature and rural tourism. This explains that in general 
terms, the results that have been obtained with the tourist potential have been high, taking into account in 
its elaboration the low-medieval heritage resources, the tourist infrastructure or the accessibility. It must be 
said that tourism potential is not a static concept, but dynamic, since better or worse results can be obtained 
depending on the improvement or worsening of the selected variables.

Due to the possibilities they offer, potential studies have been widely developed in the cited literature and 
in this study, it has been possible to select those municipalities in which the development of a tourist route 
of these characteristics has greater possibilities. It has also allowed to identify those municipalities that need 
to improve their tourism infrastructure, to facilitate the enhancement of their heritage.

The design of the route has been based on the previous study and the use of GIS, although the field work 
is necessary to know first-hand the feasibility of the theoretical study as well as the concretion of its duration 
and the problems that can generate to the users.

In recent years, there are many publications that offer and design cultural tourist routes of different types 
(Sariego López, 2016, Ruíz Romero de la Cruz, 2017; Noriega, 2018 etc.), however, and following the idea 
set out in the section of results, the contribution of this work resides in the meticulous study of the tourist 
resources of the municipalities (hotel, hospitality accessibility) and the medieval heritage. That is why the re-
sulting route is novel because it is justified the choice of municipalities, the layout of the route as well as the 
inclusion of low-medieval goods of different types (churches, wall castles etc.) that offer the user a complete 
view of the period historical.

With all this it has been tried to offer a new interpretation of the patrimony, sustained in the analysis of 
the territory that helps to its value and conservation, as well as to improve the economic development of 
the province.
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APPENDIX 

List of web pages consulted

Municipality Website Consultation date

Alcalá de los Gazules https://www.alcaladelosgazules.es/index.php/turismo 25/10/2019

Algeciras http://www.algeciras.es/es/temas/turismo/ 25/10/2019

Arcos de la Frontera http://turismoarcos.com/index.php/es/ 28/10/2019

Barbate https://www.turismobarbate.es/ 28/10/2019

Benalup https://www.benalupcasasviejas.es/es/turismo 25/10/2019

Los Barrios https://turismolosbarrios.com/ 21/10/2019

Benaocaz http://www.benaocaz.es/opencms/opencms/benaocaz/turismoyOcio/ 25/10/2019

Bornos https://www.turismodebornos.com/ 28/10/2019

El Bosque https://www.turismoelbosque.com/ 21/10/2019

Cádiz https://turismo.cadiz.es/ 21/10/2019

Castellar de la Frontera https://www.castellardelafrontera.es/es/turismo 27/10/2019

Chiclana de la Frontera https://turismo.chiclana.es/ 27/10/2019

Chipiona http://www.turismodechipiona.com/ 28/10/2019

Conil de la Frontera https://sede.conil.org/PortalTurismo/PortalTurismo.nsf 21/10/2019

Espera http://www.webespera.es/# 25/10/2019

El Gastor https://www.elgastor.es/turismo-y-ocio/puntos-de-interes 27/10/2019

Grazalema https://www.grazalema.es/turismo 27/10/2019

Jerez de la Frontera http://www.turismojerez.com/ 27/10/2019

Jimena de la Frontera https://www.jimenadelafrontera.es/noticias/atencion-turistica# 21/10/2019

Medina Sidonia https://www.turismomedinasidonia.es/ 25/10/2019

Olvera http://turismolvera.com/ 21/10/2019

Puerto de Santa María http://www.turismoelpuerto.com/ 21/10/2019

Rota https://www.aytorota.es/descubrerota 28/10/2019

San Fernando http://www.turismosanfernando.es/ 28/10/2019

San José del Valle http://www.sanjosedelvalle.es/que-vistar/ 27/10/2019

San Roque https://www.sanroque.es/turismo 27/10/2019

Sanlúcar de Barrameda http://www.sanlucarturismo.com/ 28/10/2019

Setenil de las Bodegas http://www.setenil.com/turismo/ 28/10/2019

Tarifa https://turismodetarifa.com/ 21/10/2019

Torre Alhaquime https://www.torrealhaquime.es/ 27/10/2019

Trebujena http://www.trebujena.com/opencms/opencms/trebujena/content/
turi/index_xmlpage.html 28/10/2019

Ubrique https://www.ubriqueturismo.es/ 21/10/2019

Vejer de la Frontera https://www.turismovejer.es/index.php/es/ 28/10/2019

Villaluenga del Rosario http://www.villaluengadelrosario.es/opencms/opencms/villaluenga-
delrosario/turismo/ 27/10/2019

Villamartín https://www.villamartin.es/turismo/fiestas/21-turismo 27/10/2019

Zahara de la Sierra https://www.zaharadelasierra.es/ 21/10/2019

Source: Author‘s own research.
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